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Black-Eyed Peas, Super Bowl broadcast, February 6, 2011. 

 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The Black Eyed Peas' Super Bowl performance was of Olympic proportions. I mean that literally- their 

halftime show looked like it had been designed for the Olympics- with armies of dancers spread out 

across the field with special effects enhancing the movement in a constant, busy display. 

 

On display in the middle of it all was the four-member hip pop group featuring will.i.am, Fergie, Taboo 

and apl.de.ap. Each one had an outrageously designed costume. will.i.am, along with some space age 

threads, was wearing some kind of plastic skullcap. Fergie sported lots of frilly stuff and the other two 

worked off of punk, rap fashion- that is except for apl.de.ap's electric suit. Like heroic comic book 

characters they arrayed themselves around the stage, posing dramatically while delivering abridged 

versions of hits, like Prince did some few years ago at the Super Bowl. 

 

But the difference here was that the Black Eyed Peas weren't playing to an audience. Oh sure, the 

stadium was jammed full and millions were watching at home, but the performers didn't have anyone in 

their immediate vacinity to play to. The group was more projecting into space than working the stage. 

 

Joining the Black Eyed Peas during the show was guitarist Slash and vocalist Usher. I have to admit, 

Usher kicked the stage action into overdrive when he and a troupe of dancers appeared. 

 

Still, with all the hoopla, I can't say that the Black Eyed Peas music reached me. Honestly hip pop has 

never sounded good to me in a big stadium- just booming voices that I can rarely understand. Fergie, in 

particular, put in some impassioned vocal work, but the general emphasis on rhythm, as opposed to 

melody, just makes it less interesting to someone unfamiliar with the music in the first place. 

 

So is this a function of being older? I'll agree that the old classics rockers- Paul McCartney, the Who, the 

Rolling Stones as well as Bruce Springsteen and Tom Petty- have pretty much been played out in recent 

years at the Super Bowl. The Black Eyed Peas were a leap forward musically- currently one of the most 



successful pop bands on the planet- but I'm not sure their music really works in such a big, overblown 

environment.  

 

The reason those old guys have been successful for so long is that they really know how to rock a 

stadium. Part of that has to do with melody and song structure. The emphasis in the Black Eyed Peas set 

was all show- like at the Olympics- with costumes, custom lights and big images. That is spectacular for 

sure, but makes the music secondary. Despite the futuristic costumes, the Black Eyed Peas just rap and 

shout like everybody else- and where was the band that was chugging along underneath? Nowhere to 

be seen on the television screen anyway. 

 

So it depends on what you want at the Super Bowl- something cool to look at- which the Black Eyed 

Peas definitely fill that bill- or a band that can get it going across generational divides. My vote: make 

mine rock and roll. 

 

 "Where Is the Love?" 

"Let's Get It Started" 

"Shut Up" 

"Boom Boom Pow" 

"I Gotta Feeling" 

"My Humps" 

"Don't Phunk with My Heart" 

"Meet Me Halfway" 

"Imma Be" 

"Rock That Body" 

"Don't Lie" 

"Gone Going" 

 

The Beginning: 

 "The Time (Dirty Bit)"  



 "Love You Long Time," "Do It Like This," and "The Best One Yet" 

"Just Can't Get Enough,"  


